Homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines are a promising alternative to traditional spark-and compression-ignition engines, due to their potential to achieve a high thermal efficiency and near-zero emissions of NO x and soot. In this work, the heat transfer from the bulk gas to the cylinder wall is measured during motored and HCCI operation in a single cylinder (CFR) engine fueled with n-heptane. Heat flux measurements in the cylinder wall and head show small spatial variation of the heat flux in the combustion chamber. Design of Experiments methods are applied to study the effect of the engine settings on the heat transfer. It is found that the inlet air temperature does not affect the heat flux under motored operation. Under fired operation, all engine settings affect the heat transfer, but none of their interactions are significant. The compression ratio and inlet air temperature have a quadratic effect on the peak heat flux and peak convection coefficient, whereas the mass fuel rate has a linear effect. For the total heat released, the compression ratio and inlet air temperature have a linear effect and the mass fuel rate has a quadratic effect on it. All engine settings affect the instantaneous heat flux.
Introduction
In recent years, alternatives to traditional spark-and compression-ignition combustion are being investigated due to increasingly stringent emission legislation combined with the pursuit of a low fuel consumption. One of the alternative combustion principles that has received much interest is homogeneous charge 5 compression ignition (HCCI) [1, 2] , which allows achieving both a high thermal efficiency and near-zero emissions of NO x and soot [3] . This is obtained by the auto-ignition of a lean premixed fuel-air mixture through compression. Because the auto-ignition process is mainly driven by chemical kinetics, the combustion the bulk gas to the walls of the combustion chamber has a large effect on important combustion properties, such as the start of combustion and the burn duration. It also affects the formation of pollutants such as NO x , which have a strong temperature dependent formation process. A lot of research has been conducted on the heat transfer in gasoline and diesel engines [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, 15 despite the importance of the heat transfer in HCCI engines, only a limited number of studies have been performed in which the heat transfer is measured experimentally.
Boggs [8] was the first to investigate the heat flux during HCCI operation. He used a coaxial type heat flux sensor with 5 surface thermocouples to measure 20 the heat flux at the cylinder head of a CFR (Cooperative Fuel Research) engine. HCCI operation was obtained by heating the inlet air and using ethylene as fuel. The effect of the gas flow on the heat flux was investigated by comparing an unshrouded inlet valve with a shrouded inlet valve at multiple shroud positions. Only the case with a counter clockwise swirl motion produced a significantly 25 lower heat flux. It was speculated that this was caused by the dissipation of kinetic energy by the spark plug hole. The effect of the combustion was investigated by increasing the mass fuel rate and the inlet air temperature compared to a base setting. Both variations resulted in a higher heat flux.
To be able to construct a heat transfer model for HCCI engines, Chang et 30 al. [9, 10] measured the heat flux in a gasoline fueled single cylinder engine with exhaust rebreathing. Thermocouples were mounted at 7 locations in the piston surface and 2 locations in the cylinder head. The spatial variation of the heat transfer was evaluated by comparing the instantaneous heat flux traces at the different locations and by performing a heat release analysis. They concluded 35 that a local heat flux measurement accurately represents the global heat transfer, unless the fuel preparation caused fuel impingement or stratification. The validation of these results for other operating conditions, revealed that increasing the fuel rate and engine speed also increases the peak heat flux. Hensel et al. [11, 12] measured the heat flux in 2 gasoline fueled single-40 cylinder engines, also with exhaust rebreathing. The heat flux was measured in one engine with thermocouples mounted at 8 locations in the cylinder head and in the other engine at 3 locations in the cylinder head. They confirmed the conclusion of Chang et al. concerning the spatial variation when changing the injection timing, valve timing and mixture preparation. They also found that 45 the heat flux increases when increasing the load and engine speed and when advancing the injection timing so the combustion occurs earlier.
Finally, Heinle [13] investigated the heat flux in a single cylinder engine fueled with n-heptane. HCCI operation was obtained by heating the inlet air. An exhaust valve was fixed to the cylinder head and equipped with 8 thermocouples 50 to measure the heat flux. He reported an increase in heat flux when the engine speed and inlet temperature were increased and a decrease in heat flux when the inlet pressure and Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) rate were increased.
In current literature, the investigation of the effect of the engine settings on the heat transfer has been limited to comparing the measured heat flux traces 55 when varying one engine setting at a time. Opposed to this one-variable-ata-time approach, in this work, measurements are conducted according to the Design of Experiments methodology (DoE) [14, 15] . By applying this methodology, it is possible to investigate the effect of the engine settings in a systematic way and to take into account the possible interactions between them. The ef-60 fect of the compression ratio, mass fuel rate and inlet air temperature on the peak heat flux, the shape of the heat flux trace and the total heat released is investigated.
To separate the effects of the gas flow and the combustion, two experiments are created: one under motored operation and one under fired operation of the engine. First, the spatial variation of the heat transfer is investigated by comparing heat flux measurements at the cylinder head with measurements at the cylinder wall. The accuracy of the measurements is validated by performing a heat release analysis and by checking whether deposit formation affected the measurements. To determine which engine settings and interactions have 70 a significant effect on the peak heat flux, the ANOVA (analysis of variance) methodology is followed for both motored and fired operation. With the significant parameters found, an experimental surface is constructed showing the magnitude of the effect each engine setting has. The observed results are linked to the underlying physical phenomena by using the convection coefficient to 75 separate the effect of the temperature difference between the gas and the wall from the effect of the gas properties. Finally, the effect of the engine settings on the shape of the heat flux trace is investigated.
Experimental equipment
The base engine used in this research is a Waukesha CFR engine. This is a 80 standardized, overhead valve, single cylinder, four stroke engine. It is operated at a constant speed of 600 rpm and has an adjustable compression ratio. The engine specifications are listed in Table 1 and a cross section of the cylinder is displayed in Fig. 1 , showing the possible sensor mounting positions. It is equipped with a programmable MoTeC M4 Pro Engine Control Unit to control 85 the injection timing and duration. To obtain HCCI operation, an air preheating system and a heated external EGR circuit were added. However, no EGR was applied in this work. Fig. 2 shows a scheme of the engine layout. The intake air is heated with a 6 kW Osram Sylvania inline heater which is controlled by a Gefran 600 Temperature Controller to keep the temperature at the inlet within 90 0.5
• C of the set value. The engine is fueled with n-heptane which is injected 180 mm before the intake valve to attain a homogeneous air-fuel mixture in the cylinder.
The in-cylinder pressure is measured with a water-cooled Kistler 701A piezoelectric sensor (mounted in P2). Inlet and outlet pressure are measured with two In the analysis, the peak value of the heat flux and the total heat released are both obtained from the mean heat flux trace of each operating point, which is obtained by taking the ensemble average over 100 consecutive cycles. The 115 convection coefficient is determined according to Eq. 1.
With h the convection coefficient, q the instantaneous heat flux, T gas the tem- Figure 2 : Scheme of the engine perature of the combustion gases and T wall the surface temperature. It is calculated for each engine cycle using the measured instantaneous heat flux, wall and gas temperature and subsequently averaged over 100 consecutive cycles.
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Demuynck et al. [16] demonstrated that the convection coefficient can provide additional insight into the heat transfer process. The convection coefficient can be used to separate the effect of the temperature difference between the gas and the wall from other influencing factors on the heat transfer, as the convection coefficient represents the effect of the gas flow and gas properties (conductivity, 125 viscosity, density and heat capacity). An error analysis was carried out according to the methods described in [17] . The worst case values of the relative errors are reported in Table 2 . 
Spatial variation
First, it is verified whether the heat flux measured at one location in the combustion chamber can represent the global heat transfer, as indicated by Chang et al. [9] and Hensel et al. [11] . If this is the case, then one measurement of each operating point with the sensor in one location suffices to capture the global heat transfer. If this is not the case, then each operating point needs to be repeated with the sensor mounted at each available location. The hypothesis is 135 checked by comparing the measured heat flux traces with the sensor mounted at all the available mounting locations: P1-P4 (see Fig. 1 ). Mounting positions P2-P4 are located at the same height in the cylinder wall and are evenly distributed around the circumference of the cylinder. Mounting position P1 is located in the cylinder head. First the heat flux traces are compared for motored operation.
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Under motored operation, no combustion takes place, so the engine acts as a compressor driven by the electric motor. This makes it possible to investigate whether the gas flow causes inhomogeneities in the spatial distribution of the heat transfer. It can be seen in Despite the heat flux measured at position P1 being higher than at the other measurement positions, this measurement still accurately represents the global heat transfer. The global heat transfer Q determined with Eq. 2 differs only to 165 a small amount from the one determined with Eq. 3, which only uses the heat flux measured at the head. This is because the difference in heat flux between the head and the wall is only present during the combustion, which occurs around top dead center. In this region the instantaneous surface available for heat transfer consists mostly of the piston and cylinder head surface, and only 170 for a small part of the wall surface. Hence the heat flux through the wall is less important around top dead center. This can be seen in Fig. 5 that displays the cumulative global heat transfer determined with Eq. 2 (Q heat,spat full line) and with Eq. 3 (Q heat,P 1 dashed line).
With Q the global heat transfer, q head the heat flux measured at the head 175 (P1), q wall the spatially averaged heat flux measured at the wall (P2-4), A piston the piston surface, A head the cylinder head surface and A wall the instantaneous wall surface available for heat transfer. Next, a heat release analysis is performed to validate the accuracy of the measurements. In the heat release analysis, the first law of thermodynamics is 180 applied to the combustion chamber, treated as a single-zone, during the closed part of the engine cycle. This allows to construct an energy balance to validate the heat flux measurements. The cumulative net heat release rate added to the cumulative heat transfer should equal the chemical energy of the fuel released during the combustion. A more detailed description of the heat release analysis can be found in Appendix A.1 and in [9, 19] . In Fig. 5 the cumulative net heat release rate Q ROHR is shown together with the cumulative heat transfer Q heat , the sum of both Q tot and the released chemical energy Q f uel . It can be seen that the total energy released equals the chemical energy, which validates the accuracy of the measurements. The released energy is overestimated by about 190 2%, but this is within the experimental uncertainty. The total energy released is also shown with the cumulative heat transfer determined according to Eq. 3 (Q tot,P 1 ) in a dashed line. Both traces are identical, demonstrating again that only one heat flux measurement is sufficient to capture the global heat transfer.
Deposit formation
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According to the research of Güralp [20] [21] [22] et al., a layer of deposits can grow on the surface of the combustion chamber during HCCI operation. This is caused by the condensation of fuel or oil on the wall. Such a deposit layer can alter the combustion phasing and burn duration. Also, if this layer grows on the surface of the heat flux sensor, it forms a thermal barrier that can significantly 200 alter the measured heat flux. It dampens the measured temperature swing during combustion and delays the phasing of the peak temperature, causing a reduction of the measured heat flux.
In this work, the effect of deposits on the heat flux sensor is examined by comparing the measured heat flux of replicated measurements. These measure-205 ments were carried out with an equal distribution throughout the test day, under both motored and fired operation. The measured heat flux traces are shown in Figure 6 . The variation of the heat flux between the different measurements are within the experimental uncertainty. This suggests that no layer of deposits grew on the surface of the heat flux sensor, or had a thickness sufficient to sig-210 nificantly alter the measured heat flux. Also, no significant difference is found when comparing the heat release traces of the replicated measurements. So the combustion was not altered by the presence of deposits on the combustion chamber. A visual inspection of the heat flux sensor after the measurements did not reveal a visible deposit layer either. It can be concluded that deposits did 215 not affect the heat flux measurements. This might be because the time span in which the measurement set was completed (5 hours) was insufficient to allow for deposit growth. Güralp et al. only report the deposit layer thickness after 10 hours of continuous operation. 
Experimental design
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The experiments in this work are designed and analysed according to Design of Experiments methods. These statistical methods allow investigating the effects of the engine settings in a systematic way and identifying the possible interactions between them. More information about Design of Experiments can be found in [14, 15] and applied to spark-ignition engines in [18, 23, 24] . To 225 account for the possible non-linear effect of certain engine settings, a Response Surface Method (RSM) is applied, which is able to capture quadratic effects. The RSM also provides an experimental surface that visualizes each parameter's effect on the investigated variable. More specifically, a Box-Wilson Central Composite Design is chosen, because it is the RSM design with the best pre-230 diction quality across the parameter space. The design is illustrated with Fig.  7 for a 3-factor design. It consists of a full factorial 2-level design (black cubical points) augmented with extreme values of each factor (blue star points) and replications of a base measurement (red center point). The cubical points (levels +1 and -1) allow for the identification of main effects and interactions 235 between the factors. The star points (levels +2 and -2) identify the non-linear behaviour of each factor and the center point replications (level 0) estimate the experimental error.
To be able to separate the effect of the gas flow from that of the combustion, two experiments are designed: one under motored operation and one under fired Table 3 . Under fired operation, the mass fuel rate (ṁ f ) is varied, additional to the inlet air temperature and the compression ratio. Their extreme levels are listed in Table 4 . These levels are chosen to span the largest possible 245 area of the engine's operating range and to obtain a stable combustion in each operating point. The stable operating range of the engine is illustrated with Fig.8 for different compression ratios. The limits for a stable combustion are: a maximum pressure rise rate less than 3 bar/
• ca to avoid ringing combustion and a coefficient of variation less than 5% to avoid misfire. These constraints 250 allow a variation of 50% of the inlet air temperature and mass fuel rate. In contrast, the variation of the compression ratio is limited to about 22%. It is not possible to obtain a stable combustion in certain cubical points if a wider range in compression ratio is used. For this reason, two additional measurements are carried out at the extreme levels: one at compression ratio 8 and one at 12, 255 which corresponds to levels -4 and +4. The levels of the experiment under motored operation are chosen to correspond with those under fired operation. The center point is replicated three times under motored operation and seven times under fired operation. 
Motored operation
The ANOVA results under motored operation are presented in Table 5 with the peak value of the heat flux as the independent variable. The first column lists the source terms in order of their significance. The second and third column list the degrees of freedom (DF) of each source term and their sum of squares 265 (SS). The fourth column lists the F-ratio, which is the mean sum of squares of each source term divided by the mean sum of squares of the error term. Because the degrees of freedom is one for each source term, the mean sum of squares equals the sum of squares. The last column contains the p-value indicating the significance of each source term, determined with an F-test. The significant 270 source terms are separated from the insignificant terms with a horizontal line. A significance level of 5% is employed, meaning only source terms with a p-value smaller than 0.05 are considered to have a significant effect. At the bottom of the table, the error term is divided into pure error and lack of fit. The pure error represents the variation present in replicated measurements. With the 275 remaining degrees of freedom, a lack of fit test is performed. A bad model fit can be discovered if the mean sum of squares of the lack of fit is significantly larger than the mean sum of squares of the pure error. Using an F-test, a bad model fit corresponds to a large F-ratio or a small p-value.
In this case, the lack of fit test does not indicate a bad model fit. The only 280 significant source term is the main effect of the compression ratio. This indicates that the peak heat flux is a linear function of the compression ratio and the inlet air temperature does not affect it. This can also be seen in Fig. 9 , which displays the measured peak heat flux together with the response surface as a function of the compression ratio. The measurements at 90
• C, 100
• C
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and 110
• C all coincide at the same compression ratio. The same results are obtained from an ANOVA with the total heat released as the independent variable. It can be concluded that the heat transfer under motored operation is only affected by the compression ratio and not by the inlet air temperature. The temperature difference between the gas and the wall, on the other hand, is 290 affected by both the compression ratio and the inlet air temperature. When the inlet air temperature is increased, the mass air trapped inside the cylinder is reduced as a result of the lower air density. In accordance with the ideal gas law, the gas temperature increases throughout the entire engine cycle, resulting in a larger temperature difference between the gas and the wall. As the heat flux is 295 unaffected by the inlet air temperature, the effect of the increased temperature difference between the gas and the wall must be cancelled out by a decrease of the convection coefficient when the inlet air temperature is increased. Unfortunately, this can not be validated with an ANOVA. The model fails the lack of fit test because the experimental uncertainty is larger than the variation obtained 300 by changing the engine settings. The effect can be explained by looking into the gas properties of air and applying the Reynolds analogy [25] . The Reynolds analogy (Eq. 4) is the underlying assumption used in all quasi-state heat transfer models [26, 27] , as it describes the convection coefficient as a function of a characteristic length L, a characteristic velocity V, the thermal conductivity k 305 of the gas, the dynamic viscosity µ and the density ρ:
If these gas properties are evaluated at top dead center, the thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity increase and the density decreases when the inlet air temperature is increased. Assuming the characteristic length and velocity are constant when varying the inlet air temperature and applying a value be-310 tween 0.5 and 0.8 for the exponent b, as suggested by Reynolds [25] , Annand [26] and Woschni [27] , the convection coefficient at top dead center decreases. It decreases with about the same amount as the temperature difference between the gas and the wall increases, hence nullifying the effect of the inlet air temperature on the peak heat flux. When the compression ratio is increased, on the other hand, the gas temperature increases as well but the air mass trapped in the cylinder remains almost constant. This leads to both a higher temperature difference between the gas and the wall and a higher convection coefficient due to the increased density of the air at top dead center. Despite the compounded effect of the temperature difference and the convection coefficient, the effect of 320 the compression ratio on the heat flux is linear within the current range of the compression ratio. 
Fired operation
The ANOVA results for the peak heat flux under fired operation are presented in Table 6 . It can be seen seen from the ANOVA table that the mass fuel rate, compression ratio and inlet air temperature have a significant effect on the peak heat flux. Because only the main term of the mass fuel rate is significant, the mass fuel rate has a linear effect on the peak heat flux. Both the compression ratio and the inlet air temperature, on the other hand, have a quadratic effect. None of the interactions between the engine settings are found 330 to be significant.
Increasing the compression ratio or inlet air temperature advances the start of the combustion due to the higher gas temperature during the compression stroke. The advanced combustion itself further increases the cylinder pressure and, consequently, the gas temperature leading to an increased heat flux. The 335 higher gas temperature due to the advanced combustion overcomes the effect of the reduced density on the convection coefficient when the inlet air temperature is increased. It also amplifies the effect of the compression ratio on the heat flux. Increasing the mass fuel rate, on the other hand, increases the energy content of the air-fuel mixture, but does not significantly advance the combustion. As 340 a result, its effect on the peak heat flux is smaller. The obtained response surface for each engine setting is shown in Fig. 10 together with experimental data. The variation of each engine setting is shown around the center point. Since no interactions are significant, the shape of the surface will not change if other engine settings are changed. Only its mean value will change. The overlap 345 between the modelled surface and the measurement data indicates a good model fit. Notice that the figures contain experimental data points at levels +1 and -1 around the center point for the mass fuel rate and at level +4 for the inlet air temperature. These data points were not included in the original design and were not used to fit the model, so they further validate the good model fit. The 350 fact that the interactions are not significant is illustrated with Fig. 11 . It shows the variation of the measured peak heat flux as a function of the mass fuel rate for different settings of the compression ratio and inlet air temperature. The lines are added as guide to the eye. It can be seen that the slopes are the same for each setting of compression ratio and inlet air temperature. This means 355 that the variation of the peak heat flux with mass fuel rate is not affected by the other engine settings, so no interactions with the mass fuel rate are present. The compression ratio and inlet air temperature do change the mean value, indicating they themselves have an effect on the peak heat flux. An ANOVA is also performed for the peak convection coefficient and the total heat released. In 360 the case of the peak convection coefficient, the same source terms as for the peak heat flux are significant. For the total heat released however, all the main effects are significant combined with the quadratic effect of the mass fuel rate. The larger contribution of the mass fuel rate can be explained by the larger energy content of the mixture. Since more energy is released during the combustion, 365 more of this energy is lost as heat to the walls.
Instantaneous heat flux
Opposed to motored operation, the engine settings change the shape of the heat flux trace under fired operation. The combustion timing is altered, which also affects the heat flux. To capture the effect of the engine settings on the 370 shape of the heat flux trace, the crank angle is added as an extra factor to the experimental design under fired operation. The instantaneous heat flux is the independent variable now. This does not require any additional measurements, since all the necessary data points can be determined from the instantaneous heat flux measured with the previous experimental design under fired operation.
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The levels of the crank angle are chosen to capture the combustion event. Top dead center is the factor's center point and the extreme levels are 340
• ca and 380
• ca (levels -2 and +2). These provide the widest possible range of the crank angle that does not fail the lack of fit test. The ANOVA results are listed in Table 7 . All the main and quadratic terms of the engine settings are significant.
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Furthermore, all the engine settings interact with the crank angle, indicating they all affect the instantaneous heat flux. Again, the interactions of the engine settings are not significant. The instantaneous heat flux is also a pure quadratic function of the crank angle around top dead center. However, Fig. 12 clearly shows that this is not the case outside the crank angle window used to fit the 385 model. A higher order polynomial is required instead of the proposed quadratic function. More levels of the crank angle were added to the design to construct a polynomial of the fourth degree. Nevertheless, the model was unable to predict the instantaneous heat flux outside the crank angle window used to fit the model and the ANOVA results remained the same for the engine settings. 
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of the engine settings on the wall heat flux. The heat flux was measured at the cylinder head and at three locations in the cylinder wall of a CFR engine. Under motored operation the heat flux is identical at the different measurement locations. Under fired 395 operation, on the other hand, the heat flux at the cylinder head is higher than at the cylinder wall during combustion. This is attributed to a higher convection coefficient at the head compared to the wall. Nevertheless, a heat release analysis confirms that the heat flux measurement at the cylinder head is sufficient to accurately capture the global heat transfer. A comparison of replicated 400 operating points throughout the test day shows no effect of deposit formation on the measured heat flux. Two experiments were conducted and analysed according to Design of Experiments methods: one under motored operation and one under fired operation. It is found that the peak heat flux and total heat released under motored operation are linear functions of the compression ratio 405 only. The inlet air temperature does not affect the heat flux because its effect on the convection coefficient and the temperature difference between the gas and the wall cancel each other out. Under fired operation, the peak heat flux and peak convection coefficient are quadratic functions of the compression ratio and inlet air temperature and linear functions of the mass fuel rate. This is because the compressor ratio and the inlet air temperature affect the start of combustion. The interactions of the engine settings are not significant. For the total heat released, the compression ratio and inlet air temperature have a linear effect and the mass fuel rate has a quadratic effect, because it is proportional to the energy content of the mixture. Adding the crank angle as an extra factor 415 to the experimental design under fired operation, revealed that all the engine settings change the shape of the heat flux trace and that no interactions are significant.
Appendix A
A.1 Heat release analysis
420
In the heat release analysis, the first law of thermodynamics is applied to the combustion chamber, treated as a single-zone, during the closed part of the engine cycle [19] . The following energy balance can be written:
With δQ f uel the chemical energy released during the combustion, dU s the change in sensible energy of the mixture, δW the work on the piston and δQ heat 425 the heat transfer from the gas to the cylinder walls. The effect of the crevices is neglected. The energy balance above can be rewritten as the heat release equation:
With γ the heat capacity ratio, p the instantaneous cylinder pressure and V the instantaneous cylinder volume. The cylinder pressure is measured and the 430 cylinder volume is derived from the engine geometry. The heat capacity ratio is calculated from the instantaneous specific gas constant (R) and the instantaneous specific heat capacity at constant pressure (c p ). R is constant from IVC until the start of the combustion and is calculated from the mass average of the specific gas constants of the air, the fuel and the residual gases. From the end of 435 the combustion until EVO, R is equal to that of the combustion products. The mixture composition of the reaction products is determined out of the reaction equations, assuming chemical equilibrium and taking into account dissociation according to the methods described by Heywood [19] . During combustion, the specific gas constant is calculated with a linear interpolation between the value 440 before and after combustion. The start and the end of the combustion are determined with an initial estimate for the rate of heat release analysis, in which γ has a constant value of 1.35. The specific heat capacity c p is determined as a function of the gas temperature with polynomials out of the DIPPR [28] database and with the mixing rules described in [29] . The first two terms on the to validate the accuracy of the measurements. Integrating the heat release equation over the closed part of the engine cycle should equal the chemical energy of the fuel. This is the energy released during the combustion and it is determined as:
With LHV f uel the lower heating value of the fuel and η comb the combustion 
